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Cookin’ Fun 
Which recipe does not require cooking?  Neither – they both do 
Which recipe requires an egg? Chocolate Pumpkin Muffins 
How much is:  1½ cup all-purpose flour + 2 ½ cups all-purpose flour + ¼ cup butter? 3 ¼  cups  
In ‘Rules for the Kitchen’, what is rule #5?  Always clean up when you are finished 
 
 
All About Michigan 
How fast did the glaciers move?  ½ foot per day   
What covered Michigan 14,000 years ago?  A glacier 1 mile thick 
On which Great Lake is Pictured Rocks?  Lake Superior 
The Great Lake didn’t always look like they do now.  When did they finally take the shape we now know them? 
6,000 years ago or about 4,000 BC  
 
 
Down on the Farm 
What recipe is described in the article? Pumpkin Seed Recipe 
Pumpkins have male and female flowers.  How can you tell if it is a female flower?  The female flower had a 
baby pumpkin at its base 
How can you tell if it is a male flower?  The male flower had a stamen in the center that contained 
the pollen. 
 
 
Famous Women 
Why couldn’t Anna Mary Robertson attend school in the winter?  Her clothes weren’t warm enough 
After raising 5 children, to which state did she and her husband move?  New York 
Her first art show was in October 1939.  How old was she at that time?  79 (1939 – 1860 = 79) 
What is the name of the picture in the article that she painted? The Pond 
 
 
Math Adventures 
What is the total for #5?  $2.30 
What is the total for #2?  $.48 
 
 
Out of this World 
What is a satellite?  an object that orbits another object that’s held by gravity 
What is ‘orbital debris’ made of?  large satellites and rockets that have fallen apar 
Why is orbital debris tracked by scientists??  There could be a risk for collision in future space flights if the 
rubbish is not tracked 
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Science Fun 
How many muscles are in the human body?  630 
How many muscles in the human body are made for pushing?  None – they all are made to pull 
What two types of muscle types are ‘involuntary’ (they work without you having to tell them)?  Cardiac and 
smooth 
What is another name for ‘voluntary’ (muscles that move only when you tell them to)?  skeletal 
What is the largest muscle in your body?  Gluteus maximus, or buttocks or butt 
 
 
Sports and Fitness 
How many pins are used for bowling? 10 
How many frames are in one game?  10 
How many times can you roll your ball in one frame?  Twice 
If four people have scores of 183, 110, 154 and 179, which score wins?  183 
 
 
Spotlight on Health 
What are the 4 headings in “Trick-or-Treat” Safety?  Pumpkin Safety Tips, Home Front Tips, Costume Safety 
Tips, Trick-or-Treating Safety Tips 
 
 
Travel with Us 
Romania is in what continent?  Europe 
How many countries does Romania border?  5 – Hungary, Ukraine, Moldova, Bulgaria and Serbia 
What was another name for the capital city of Bucharest?  Paris of the East 
What is Romania’s most popular tourist attraction?  Bran Castle where the stories of Count Dracula started 
(originally owned by Vlad Dracul) 
 
 
Visit the Wildside 
Crab-eating macaques are arboreal.  What does “arboreal’ mean?  Living in trees 
Macaques live in groups of 15-30.  What is that group called?  Troop 
What is the macaque tail used for?  Balance 
What does ‘frugivorous’ mean?  Fruit eating 
 


